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Abstract. The paper develops the theory of Turing rnackines as recognizers of infir,itc (o-type) 
input tapes. Various models of w-type Turing acceptors are consideled. varying mainly ill their 
mechanism for recognizing o-tapes. A comparative study of the models ix made. It is shown that 
regardless of the o-recognition model considered, non-deterministic w-Turing acceptors are 
strictly more powerful than their deterministic counterparts. Canonical forms are obtained for 
each of the @-Turing acceptor models. The corresponding families of o-sets are studied; normal 
forms and algebraic characterizations are derived for each family. 
1. Introduction 
Infinite computations on Turing machines can be thought of as modelling dis- 
crete rime continuous dynamical processes. The recognition, or generation, of 
infinite sequences by Turing machines have been studied before in the literature 
’ (e.g. IS, 111). In this paper we develop th2 theory of Turing n-:&chines as recognizers 
of o-type languages. 
Severai distinct models elf (deterministic and non-deterministic) o-type Turing 
acceptors are defined, varying mainly in their mechanism (so called “mode”) for 
accepting or rejecting infinite strings. Similar models have been considered prts- 
viously w.r.t. other types of o-acceptors, particularly, o-type finite-state machines 
[I, 2, 10, 11, 131 and push-down machines [3-S, I?! A comparkve study of these 
models for Turing machines is made in this paper. First, it is establish: i!~ar xr i. 
coach of the models, non-deterministic o-Turing accf;ptors are strictly more pswer- 
f ul than the deterministic ones. For deterministic w-Tkng acceptors it is shcwn 
that the limitations in recognition power of some of the odek stem from the v.q 
he w-recogsrtion mode is Jefined, rather thbn from t e rest ricted data access of 8-x 
machines. On the other hand, w.r.t. nondcterministic ~I’uring acceptors, all cd:- 
secognition modes ut to be of equivalent recognition power. Cat-mica! f~%r KS 
,are obtained for ea -Turing acceptor and the cm-es ondinp tk-ni’ak~ ,,I- 
o-knguages are 
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The paper is divided into nine sections. o-type Turing acceptors (w-TA’s) are 
introduced in Section 3; Section 4 introduces o-grammars (i.e. grammars generat- 
ing o-languages) and the two notions are related in Section 5, where non-deter- 
ministic W-TA languages are characterized by type 0 o-grammars, and also by type 
1 o-grammars. Section 6 introduces certain continuous processe!$ of “folding” the 
Turing machine tapes, which are later on utilized for constructing o-TA’s with 
desirable properties. Deterministic o-TA’s are studied irr Secbion 7; the various 
o-recognition modes are compared and the corresponding. famgies of o-languages 
are characterized with the aid of some new algebraic operators, relating them to 
some well-known families of (finite-string) languages. Among other rest&, It is 
shown that the Init of a deterministic o-TA language need not be recursively 
enumerable. In Section 8 it is established that non-deterministic o-TA’s are stri !J 
more powerful than the deterministic ones, and that all w-recognition modes are 
equivtitent in so far as non-deterministic o-TA’s are concerned. It is also shown 
that every o-TA can be converted into an equivalent wTA in which oscillations 
never occur. 
2. Preliminaries 
The terminology and notation used in this paper are mostly taken from [9]. 
A finite string (word) over alphabet C is any sequence x = nk=, ai, ai t’ Z’, i = 
1 ,..., k,k=O,l,.... k = 1x1 is the length of x ; 8 denotes the empty string and P 
denotes the set of all finite strings over C. 
Let N denote the set of natural numbers. 
IDe&rGtion 2.1. For any alphabet C, ls:t x denote all infinite (w-length) strings 
Q = nF= 1 aip aj E 2, over C. Any member (7 of C” is called an w-word or w-string. 
An w-language is any subset of Co. For any language L E S*, define: 
Qo 
y = UEE u= fl Xi+ where for each i, E # xi E L . 
i=l I 
L” consists of all w-strings obtained by concatenating words from L in an infinite 
sequence (note that if L = {E} then L” = 0). 
For any oGY,G=~~ 
CD 
++i,ai~Z, define for each jH, O/j=tfli,=la, j\O= 
i=;i_tl ai, (r(j)= ai and also U/O = 8, O\U = CT. 
2. 1. For sets A, B and a mapping $:A +B, def!n 
{b: b E B, card(#-‘@))a w}, wF;re card(D) denotes the c~rdi~al~ty of set 
The “wXleene Closure” operator, defined below, turns a family of (finite string) 
languages into a family of w-languages. 
3 
3. For any family of sets .Y over alphabet 2, the w-Meeue Cits.w~ 
of 3, denoted WOK, is 
w-KC(~) = 
i 
LcI”.L=(jU,V:“forsomeU,.V,E9.i;1,2.....X. 
i=z 
k=l,2,... . 
i 
3. o-T.qe Turing Acceptors 
Let us first briefly retail the standard definition of a Turing machine with a single 
semi-infinite tape [ 9). 
De&&ion 3.1. A Turing machine $LSf) is a 5-tuple A4 = (K; 2, r, 8, qO) where: K is 
a finrte set of states, Z: is a finite input alphabet, r is a finite rape alphabet s.t. 
G Ed r, 40 is the initial stare, and 6 is a mapping from K x r to subsets of K x r x 
{I,, R, S}. A configur&~n of IM is the 3-tuple (4, CT, i), where q E K, CT E I-‘” and i is a 
natural number. The relations L and E are defined as usual. 
An m-tape Tuting m-whine (m-TM) (m 2 2) consists of a finite control and 112 
semi-irlfinite tapes, each with a separate reading head. The moves are defined in the 
usual way [9]. We assume that initially the input appears on the first tape and the 
other tapes are blank. 
In the sequel, unless otherwise specified, by an m-TM we shall mean an rn-tape 
machine for m Z= 1, i.e. a single taqe TM (m = 1) will a&c, be: included G a special 
case. 
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for which there exists some jo 2 1 s&t. the reading head on input u never leaves the 
initial segment icrlj,. 
The notion of c.n.o. run for an raz-TM is defined similarly as for single tape 
machines. Here a c.n.0. 13.412 rieans an infinite computation of the machine on 
&input a; &rring which each square on the first tape (on which the input initially 
appears) is scanned only finitely many times. There is no such restriction for the 
other tapes. 
nition 3.3,, Let M = (K, 2, r, 8, qo) be a TM. A state qT E K is a traverse mte iff 
‘tla E c a(qT, @) = {(qT, a, R)i)* 
Clearly, if during its computations on w-input a, iti enters a traverse state, then 
M wil! have a c.n.o. run regardless of the contents of the remaining unscanned part 
of a. 
e Given an rrt-TM M = {K, 2, c 8, qc), every run I induces a mapping 
from N into K, fr : N + K, where f,(l) = qi--the state entered in the ith step of the 
computation described by run r. 
3.5, An m-tape w-type Turing Acceptor (m-o-TA), m a 1, is a 6-tuple 
M = (K, -c, r, S, qo:, F), where IV = (iy, E, r, 6, qo) is an m-TM and F c 2K is the 
collection of designated state sets. M will sometimes be denoted by (M’, F). 
. An w-TA with a unique designated state set will be denoted my 
U-O-TA. In tnis case we yrlvrite M = (K, 2, lT, 8, 40, F) where F G K is the unique 
designated set. 
We now proceed to define a variety of o-type recognition modes, so called 
“i-acceptance” (i = 1, l’, 2,2’, 3), in o-type acceptors; these have been first consi- 
dered in [ 1 I] w.r.t. finite state w-automata, and have also been studied w,r.t. clp-type 
PI&l n automata [4,S]. 
is: 
@ Let /‘: N -+ S be an arbitrary mapping and let F c 2’. We say that f 
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= (A/I’, F)be an FU-W-TA (w-TA). For i r II, I’, 2,2’, 3, define: 
c(M) = {U EC”: there exists a c.n.o. run r of M on J s.t. the mappkg P; is 
i-accepting w.r.t. F}. 
?l:(M)(i = 1, 1’, 2,2’, 3) is the o-language i-accepted by !!I 
The abme definitions are illustrated by the following example. 
3.9. Let & = (b, c}, 2 = {a, b, c) and let L = {a* z1 aixj: xl 5&+ and for 
infinitely many i’s Xi E X?bEF}. Let M be a TM with a set of working states 
three special states qa, qb, qT. Given input CT in C”, M first scans through th 
“a ” ‘s on 0 in a state from M; till it first reaches a letter fro 1. From now on 
acts according to the following rules: 
(1) whenever M scans a neV I “b” on TV it enters state qb ; 
(2) whenever M reT::hes the end of a section from 2 T and scans .‘a” again, it ii) 
past, ss through state qn ; then (‘i) checks that the current section of a’s is longer 5) 
ex%:tlq one from the previous section of a’s, While (ii) is carried out, M is in the set 
of working states K1. 
In case v is found not to be of the required form, i.e. if for some i:> 
0, u/j& IEit(L), 1&I enters the traverse state 6jT in which it will keep moving, right 
forever. Now if F = & u {qn, qb}, then r,(M, F) = h, while a,,( 1”;) = 7’,( F)= 
a“‘uInit(L)XyuL’, where L’=(z* !Jy=, a’x,: xi ~2;). Yf F’=- (yll}, we ~Z?I:C 
2 zirV[, F’)- L’, while T,(M, F’) = a”aE~aC” an4 Ti(M, F’) = Q) for i = l’, 2’. 3. 
Ammg the above defined i-acceptance modes, 3-acczpt~ce h;is been the rws’L 
colrnrnonly used definition of w-acceptance in pl cviotis papers (e.g. 12, E 31) W-I& ? 
also turns out to be mare powerful (or at least no less powerful) than any oi‘ t 
other i-acceptance modes, as was shown for other types of machines [4,5, 111 ad 
for U-TA’s in Section 8 below. It is therefore chosen as o;Pr siandard definition of 
o-acce+i;;e, and the following convention is mzde for convenience. 
vemtion. Subsequently 3-acceptance will be bimply referred to as mcq~t~am~c 
am1 T3(M)? the danguagc accepted by Af7 will &e denoted h\, UM) (wish sukript 
3 Iropped). 
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D~e~ition 3.11. Aa m-o-TA M is said to possess Property C iff for every u E Z”, 
there exists a c.n.0. run of M on U. 
l?:emrark 3.12. Every cer-TA(m-o-TA) without Property C can be transformed into 
an equivalent O-TA M’ with Property C. M’ is obtained from M by adding a new 
traverse state qT, in which M’ just keeps moving right on the input tape. M’ may 
choose to enter qT at the beginning of its computation and stay in that state forever, 
or else M’ imitates M on the given &nput. 
In Section 8 we prove a more powerful rcz<lt, namely that every w-TA cap be 
transformed into an equivalent U-TA in which truery run is c.n.o. (Theorem 8.6). 
The above remark is no longer true when only deterministic o-TA’s are consi- 
dered. As is shown in f6], deterministic U-TA’s without Property C are strictly 
more powerful than deterministic o-TA’s witk Property C. 
In this section w-grammars, i.e. grammars generating o-languages, are intro- 
duced and the “$-boundary” normal form for w-PSG’s is derived. 
&&ition 4.1. An o-phrase structure grammar (u-PSG) is a quintuple G == 
(VM, Vi; P, S, F), where G1 = (V’, VT, P, S) is an ordinary phrase structure gram- 
mar, the rules in F are all of the form a + 0, where cy E V& p E V* and F c 2’. The 
sets in F are called the wpetrticn sets of grammar G. 
We shall focus our attention on infinite sequences generated by using rules of G 
in%ite’y many times. Let pl be an infinite derivation in G, starting from some string 
a!E V”: 
d: a = U~~O~UOUldl~UOU~U2~2~"'~UOUl... Uj”j$l2”’ 
whereforeachi=O,l,..., ui E V,“, ai E l&W*. Note that the derivation need not 
be leftmost, since some of the zi’s may be empty. 
t a=nzo Ui. I[f CT E Vy, WIT write d: a! =$$4~. The assumption that the left - 
hand side of each rul\? of P is In V& guarantees that the terminal prefix of each 
sente*?tial form, up to tile fir it occurrence of a non terminal will never be replac 
later in the derivation, and can be considered a prefix of the infinite word generat 
&ices a mapping from N to ,P, dp: N + Pj where dp(i) is 
62: t(G)=(o E VF: there exists a 
o-Corrqmtntions on 
An o-language generated by an O- 
denote the class of TYPE0 o-languages. 
Ddhition 4.2. An o-context sensitive gwttmar (o.PCSG) is an w-P!!% in which ftx 
each production QC =+ /3, Ip 13 Ia 1 holds. 
le 4.3. Let G = ({S, X, X1, $, S1, $2, $}, (0, l}, P, ~(S-41 $X$,$), S, { 
be an o-CSG, where PI is: 
(1) $X --)0$X! ; (2) XJC -+ xx*; 
(3) Xl& +&X1; (4) $X$, + 001 $$zX*X; 
(5) s2.x -+X$2; (6) $&+ $8. 
One can easily verify that L(G) = {nz I 0’ 1). 
Remark 4.4. As in the c;ise of ordinary CSG’s, one can show that the production ts of 
o-CSG’s may be restricted to the so called “context sensitive” productions o* the 
form: ~AcY~-+ cwrfla2 where CY~, cy2 E V*, A E VN, @ E V’. 
hfinition 4.5. An W-PSG [o-CSG] with $-boundary is an or-PSG[w-CSGI G = 
(VN v 6, s), VT, p. s, F) in which each production is of one of the ~To!l~.~+s~ forms 
(U-W W--(3)1: 
(1) CK +P, % p E vlk 
(2) S+$a,(X v;; 
(3) %4-+u$,A~ VN,ac VJ-; 
(4) A + &, if\ E VN. 
An W-PSC with $-boundary has the following property: If S 3 cy, then Q = r&Y, 
where u E V,“, ark Vj$. That is, F divides every sentential form into two parts: 
u-the termkal part generated so far, never to be rewritten again, and cu’-the 
workspace string, comprised of non terminals from which the rest of the co-word 
will be generated. 
of, Let G = ( VN, 
WtKli.:” 
a. ’ * ’ ’ RS, tIMen; A. Y. &id ’ 
Hlm&~pZ, Jet R+,= {A +-ix’:.A&z~Hz) and let ~=(H’ivfi~~Q: QsR); now 
define F’ = U wEFI?: Then clearly L(G) = L(G). 
In case G is an U-CSG, & above will be empty and G’ will be an o-CSG with 
5, Type 0 +aopages: properties and characterizations 
5.1. Chm2cterization of type 0 o-hnqpuges 
As one may expect, type 0 titgrammars generate precisely the farnil of LU- 
languages recognizable by non-deterministic o-Turing acceptors. Furthermore, _ is 
shown that also’“w-CSG’s generate xactly the same family. 
Theorem 5.1. (aj TYPE@, equals tha class of w-languages accepted by o-TA’s. (b) 
For every wPSG there cm be constructed an equivalent o_CSG. 
Prwf* (a) The proof is an adaptation of the proof for the analogous result in [g, p. 
I1 3-1. Let L be the tti-language iaccepted by an o-TA t!f = (K C, r, 8, qo, F). Define 
the a&SC G = (cl’,,, C, P, S, ip’), where VN = P: X r v K v {$, S, SI}, $, S, S1 are 
new symbols and the rules in P are: 
(1) s + $40&; 
(2) Si + [a, a]&, for every a E 2; 
(3)For every qEK,a,bfX and A,B~r:q[a,A]-,[a,C]p if (~,C,R)E 
6(q, A); [b, B]q[a, A]+plb, Bl[a, Cl if (P, C, Lk Nq, 4, ad s[e Al-*p[a9 Cl if 
(PI c, S)E m, a); 
(4) $[a,A]-*a$foreachnE&A~~ 
For 1 ~js4 let Rf denote the set of rules of type (j) above. Since TYPEO, 
is closed under union, we may assume w.1.o.g. that F consists of a single 
set, denoted by F itself, For every q EF, define R(q) to be the set of 
rules in R3 in which q appears on the left-hand side. Define 
F’=(HE{U,,,R(q)},,JR*uR~:)dqEF,HnR(q)#OhHnRlfBhHnR4#0~. 
clearly L(G) = L. 
Now let G = (&++ Z, P;, S, F) be an W-PSG. By Theorem 4.6 we may assume that 
G is an o-PSG with $-boundary. Construct an w-T/\ M = (K, $, r, 8, qo, F’), where 
K = #” w (40, 41, qT)u {qp: p a production in P}, _i’ is a set of wor <ing states and qT 
is a traverse stafe. The machine has its tape divided into 2-tracks. The first track 
contains the input word o~x”, while on the second track M simulates non- 
deterministically a derivation in G, starting with S. For every production p in d, 
there is a corresponding siate %. in K, entered by M every time production p is 
simulated on the second track. Furthermore, each time M simulates a production 
of the form $A + a$, for some a E 2, letter a is checked against he letter pointed to 
on the first track. If there is a match, M enters state ql, moves one square to the 
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right on the first track and then proceeds with the simu!stion. Otherwise M enters 
the traverse State qT. M may also choose to enter qT right at the beginning oE its 
computation. For each H EF let !? = {Qu {qp: p E H}u (41): QE K’) and define 
F’=U Heck? 2s the collection of designated state sets. Then L(G)= T(M). 
(j) Follows directly from the proof of (;a) above. q 
Using the standard “padding” technique, one can directly convert an o-PSG into 
an equivalent o-CSG. 
5.2. The “Chomsky hierarchy” for w-languages 
Combining Theorem 5.1 with the basic results concerning the w-context 
free languages and the o-regular languages [3, 131 one obtains a “Chomsky 
5zrarchy“ for o-languages, which differs from the ,ve!I-known Ghomsky hierarchy 
for finite-string languages. Let us first intro jute the two lower families in this 
hierarchy. 
Defiraitialn 5.2. An o-context free grammar (w-CFG) [o-right linear grammar (o- 
I?.LG)] G is an w-PSG wl-ose productions are context free [right linear] [9]. If 
& =L(ci) for an o-CFG G, then L is an o-context free language (w-CFL).’ An 
~language generated by an w-RLG is an o-regular language. 
The family of o-CFL’s (o-regular languages) has been characterized by means of 
o-type pushdown acceptors (finite state acceptors) a.nd also with the aid of the 
w-Kleene closure operator (Definition 2.3) [I, 3, 131. The latter characterization is
stated in the next theorem. 
Tbeorem 5.3. (a) The class of o-regular languages coincides cr*iih w-KC(Reg), the 
w-Kleene closure of the regular languages. (b) The class of w-CFL’s coincides with 
o-KC(W), the o-Kleene closure of the context free languages. 
rhe singleton w-language L = {n: 1 0’ l}, generated by the wCSG in Example 
4.3, is an example of a TYPE0 o-language which is not w-context free. This is 
because, as one can easily verify, L cannot be represented in the form L = 
UyZ1 L&T, where n 2 1 and Li, e,, 1 s i s n, are arbitrarv languages. lt follows that , 
L cannot belong to the w-Kleene closure of any family of languages, thus by 
Theorem 5.3, L cannot be an w-CFL. 
The family of w-regular languages is properly im-ha&d dtz icte fiarni/y of 
m-context free languages, which in turn is properly included m tk j;dtit;Iy of CO-CSG 
larzguages ; the latter family, however, coimides rvith TY PEQ,. 
$0’ :- \c 
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I&MB~& 5.5. TYPEO, is closed under union and intersection. 
Prsof. (a) Closure ut_der uiC:n follows from the dennition of o-grammars. 
(b) i(gt L1, L2 be two TYPE0 ti4anguages accepted by w-TA’s Ml and A42 resp. 
An +?IX 84 that accepts J&n& has its tape divided into three tracks, On the first 
is written the input CT E C” ; on the second and third track M simulates A41 and I’& 
resp. At start, M copies the first I input letters from the first track onto the second 
and third track, where I is some fixed positive integer. Every time Mi (i = 1,2) has 
to move right of the copied section, M copies 2 more input letter:9 onto both trafzks. 
Every- computation phase of A4 consists of a simulation of a s’ingle move of MI and 
a single move of I&. One can provide M with a collection of designated state ‘ET 
such that T(M)== T(Ml)n T(M2). q 
In Section 8 it will be shown that TYPEO, is not closed under complementation. 
MMtW 5.6. Let Z, A be two finite alphabets. A substitution f is a mapping 
fi C + 2’: f can be extended to strings in C” as follows: For CT = n: 1 ai E 23 ai E. 
ZJi LS 1, define f(a) = a;, bi: oi E f (ai)}. For each E s X”, define f(L) = 
Utretfm 
Substitution f is called an RE substitution if f(a) is a recursively enumerabEe (RE) 
set for all a in C. A class 9 of o-languages is said to be closed under RE substr’tutiorl 
if for any L E C” in 9 and RE substitution f: C -) 2’*, f(L) n A o E .X 
Tkorem 5% TYPEO, is closed under RE substitution. 
Proof. Let L be a TYPE0 o-lang,uage generated by the o-PSG G = 
(V& 2, P, S,, F), where X = (a;)~=r and F = {l$,f=l. Let f:Z + 2vg be an RE substi- 
tution s.t. for 1 G i G n, f(ai)= Li = L(Gi) where Gi = (Vi’, VT, Pci’, S”‘) SS a PSG. 
W.1.o.g. we may assume that all sets Vi’, 1 6 i G n, and VN are pairwise disjoint. 
By Theorem 4.6 we may assume that G is an o-PSG with $-boundary, i.e 
vN= ~~u(S,$),P=P~r~PzuP3vPq, where P~={ff+pEP:cY,pE v;>, 
&={S+$Q!EP:(rE iq*, P3=(Ae~P:A~vN) and P&p= 
($A -k a$ E P: A E VN, a E C}. Define the W-P& G = (VA, VT, P’, S, F’), where 
vr: ZA Yw LJ{UY=, V$‘)u {$, #) and P’ includes: RI = {lJyi;, P”? a: PI u P2 v P3, 
Rp{$A+ #S”‘$: $A+ai$eP4), Rs={#a--2 a#: aE VT} and Rg={#$+$). 
Rz initiates the substitution of ai by a word in L(Gi)e Inclusion of at least one rule 
from R, in each of the rep&tion sets will guarantee that a word in ‘VF will be 
generated and the inclusion of Rd in each repetition set will assure that each ai 
was substituted by a finite word from L(Gi). For each l< jzg !, define 
H”‘={(~-P4)uQuQ’uR4~Q~: QG.L~;=~ PC’), Q’sR3, Q, Q’&}, where 
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Qi = {$A + # S”‘$: $A 3 ai$ E F,}; then let P;’ = I_#=1 N”! Clearly L(G) = 
f(L)n V,“. c1 
For any RE set kI and L E TYPEO,, L1 L E TYPEO,. 
The next theorem shows that the o-Kleene closure characterization (Theorem 
5.3) cannot be generalized to type 0 o-languages. 
Theorem 5.9. The o-Kleene closure of the family of RE sets is properly included in 
TYPEO,. 
Proof. For any set of symbols {aj, bi)l= 1, {U’,‘=, aibY} E TYPEO,, thus by TEe:cic~n 
5.7 w-KC(RE)s TYPEO,. The singleton w-language L = {n:lO’l} (Example 3.3) 
implies that the above containment is proper. q 
6. The folding process 
la1 this section we define a process of “folding forward” a Turing machine semi 
ir&nite tape so that all information written on the tape is continuously carried 
forwards, and thus can be retrieved without having to re-scan the initial segment of 
t,he tape. This folding process will subsequently enable us to turn any deterministic 
w-TM into one with Property C. 
Definition 6.1. Let 0 and q be infinite tapes over alphabet I’, where ‘11 isa two-track 
tape. We say that 71 is a k-folded version of v iff: 
(a) for k ~j s 2k -2, q(j) contains u-(j) on its first track and :r(2k -j - 1) on its 
second track. 
(b) for 2k - 2 s j, q(j) contains a(j) on its first track. 
Let fl=JJz, Ui, tLi f s; then k\r, contains 0 with its initial segment ~11 . - - ak- 1 
fb blded forwards as is shown in Fig. 1. 
u: 1 cl, a2 . . . . . ‘k-1 *k . . . . . ‘2k-2 ‘2k-4 
I X X . . . . . X 77: x x t3k . . . . . a2k_2 a2k_l . . . . . . . . . X J,_~ . . . . . a1 x . . . . 
Fig. 1. 
We say that Turing Machine M k-folds G if A.4 turns fr into its Lfdcted verskx 7:. 
(Folding Process). For ever): T M thse cm be corastr~ctsd ra 
which simulates or3 every o- fqmt ,3- in such fl way thcrt for sow3 fi.xpCa integer I := \A 
BR@, .MI sjmulates M on a; for each i 22, whenever M scans a(i) for the first 
Gin& Mx will create the i-folded version of 1M’s tape, on which it .will continue the 
simtila&n.‘Niit& that for i S 3 %$en&?& ,J reaches g(i) for the fifst time, the tape 
of M is already i - 1 folded in Ml, thus-to obtain the &folded version of the tape* 
I& has to shift the initial segment cQntaining squares 1, . . . , i - 1, which is written 
backwards oil its second track, 2 squares to the right on the second track, and then 
copy the contents of square i - 1 of the first track onto square i on the second track, 
as is illustrated in Fig. 2. 
i-l 
folding - Qi-I 
. . . 02.1-4 ,.. 
,-- 
Oi-2 l l l 01 
-- 
. i- 
fclding 
Oi_] Ui Ui+l l *a a214 021-2 
x q-1 or-2 a..... . 01 -- 
Fig. 2. 
Remark 6.3. -We would like to point out that in the construction of machine MI 
above, every complete run of 1M on w-input cf (including an oscillating run), 
becomes in MI a c.n,o. rx Hence Ml may accept u-inputs which were not 
accepted by 1M. Only in case M* is 3 tiachine which never oscillates on any o-input 
(e.g. it M is an o_DTA with property C), IUl is guaranteed to be equivalent o &.K2 
~~BMUB 6.4 (Relative Folding Process). Let M be an m-TLM and let tz and /3 be two of 
M’s working tapes. 77zen there CQE be constructed an eqt-!ivabnt m-TM Ml with the 
following property: For somlF fixed integer I >r 8, when given an w-input a, IWl 
simulates M on G s.t. for each i 2 2, within at most I computation steps after position 
Qc (i) has been reached for the first time on tape Q[, Ml’s reading hettd on fi will be to the 
right of position p(i - 1) and will never again return to the initial segment pl(i - I). 
proof, The proof resembles that of Lemma 6.2 above; however, here whenever M 
reaches a(i) for the first time, MI i-folds p. U 
Note that the relative folding process described in Lemma 6.4 may also bi: 
applied in case a! and p are two tracks of the same working tape rather than two 
*#B--a CcqxJ. In both cases we say that the relative folding process is applied to p w.r.t. a. 
2 Note that if we changed the de+Lion of acceptance (i-acceptance) in CO-TA’s .t. oscillating runs 
would also be considered as possibly xcepting runs (i.e. in the definition of Ti(M), “c.n.o. run” would 
be replaced by “complete run”), then- tkiz folding process would provide a way of converting any o_TA 
(a~-DTA) into an equivalent o_TA (w_DTA) in which every run is c.n o. (because: infinite loops can be 
easily detected in single tape machines). As is shown in [6], this is not so w.r.t. our original definition of 
acceptance, since not every o- can be converted into an equivalent A with property 6. 
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7. Deterministic w- 
.l. An m-o-P..4[~1~%3+3 J”! = (M’, F) is deterministic (denoted m-crp- 
DTA[w-DTAj) iff M’ is a deter;zlirrjsdic 
An m-DTA (m-w-DTAj has a L\niqbc r~rl on every o-input (r. ‘We shall focus in 
this section only on w-DTA’s in \hrhi& every ubn is c.n.o., i.e. with Properry C. 
w-I>TA’s \Gthout Property C C\J~R OU ts be mire powerful and rather different in 
their properties from those 4th ~ra~@ft~ C, and thEsir study will be included in 
another paper [6]. 
Convention. Every m-m-DT4 (w$I’Aj cwhsidered in the sequel is assumed to 
have Property C. 
Notation 7.2. Let DTPdL, defiote tbQ C&S of a-languages accepted by w-D-kA’c 
with Property C. For i = 1, l’, 2, Z’, l& Ai-lNML, denote the class of w-languages 
i-accepted by o-DTA’s with Pfopvsty C. 
7.1. Basic Rezdts on u-DTA’s 
We first show that w.l.c?,g. we may re:sttict ourselves to studying i-acceptance in 
single tape w-DTA’s 
TIneoaem 7.3. For each i = I, I’, 2, 2’, 3 dnd jbr every m-o-DTA, m 2 2, there cun bc 
construct& an i-equivalent o-lYb4, 
Proof. Let M be an m-w-DTh; if &s 2, all the working tapes of M can be 
simulated on its second tape, YieldjQg av i-equivaknt 2-o-DTA. Thut; we may 
assume that M = (M’, F) is a 2ww~ls’Y& &fine Ml to be an o-DTA that simulates 
M as folPows. The single tape of Ml is divided into two tracks, cy and /‘?, represent- 
ing respectively the input tape and the tiafking tape of I’M For each w-input G, the 
simulation will be carried OL$ by Ml while aDplying the relative folding proce3> 
(Lemma 6.4) for p w.r.t. cy. This clrill guarantee that Ml also has Property C. For 
each i = 1, l’, 2,2’, 3, one can deehe in terms of F a set of dcsignared sets H’ii c-t. 
c((Ml, @)) = I;:(M). Cl 
‘+#e now state two fundafieNe1 ~Q~UIAS concerning the various types of i- 
acc*epting mappings; the first fe~$n& follows directly from the definition. In the 
fo’.lowing, let S denote an arbitr 
. Letr:P+J+Sbe 
r(a) I is 1 -accepting w. r. t. 
(b) r is 2-acce&r;g w.r. t. 
$4 * ‘-, “’ . 
:*;y ~.j$pJ; *(f&h< ~A, k’: &g 
‘&isa’7;5., [ ], Let F d{fi}f+, I= 2,3. . ‘. , bti u collection bf subsets of S. Il”hen 
there-* ian be defined ‘sets. &, Sz and subsets K1 c Sll K2 c S2 s.t. for any given 
mapbing r:>N + S, -there< can be constructed two corresponding mappings tl : N + S1 
and 13 :N + S2 satisfying the following conditions : 
B (a) L for j = 1,2; and for each .i > 1, ri(i - 1) and r(i) uniquely determine rj(i), 
:; Cb)-~~~~,~:~l’~~cep~ng w,r,t. F-#(I) r1 is not l&accepting wzt:{.K& and (2) r1 is 
SQ&@in~ w.r.% (Si- KI); 
1 
. ’ 
(c) a 6 8’-acceptitig w.r.t. F iff (1) 1r2 is not 2-accepting w.r,t. (IQ],, and (2) a2 is 
It’-acce$ing w.r.t. (521 K2). ’ 
By Lemmas 7.4 and 7.5 ‘we have: 
lkqpo&$kn 7.6. For any w-language L G 2”; 
(a) &Al-DTML, iffZ”-&Al’-DTML,. 
(b) k, E AZ-DTML@ iff Yr”-L E A2’-DTML,. 
It follow5 from Lemma 7 .5 above that every o-DTA can be replaced by aR 
i-equivalent (i = 1, I’, 2,2’) o-DTA with a single designated s: :t (U-w-DTA). 
Theorem 7.7. Every L E ACDTML, (i = 1, I’, 2,2’) can be i-accepted by a U-w- 
DTA. 
Utilizing Shannon’s construction of a universal two-state Turing machine [ 15) 
and Theorem 7.7 above we obtain the following: 
Theorem 7.8. Every L E Ai-D’No (i = 1, l’, 2,2’) can be i-accepted by a three- 
state U-o-DTk. 
0 
Proof, For i = 1, l’, 2, three states suffice to simulate any o-DTA; e.g. w.r.t. 
I’-acceptance, two states will do for simulating the machine within the designated 
state set F, plus an auxiliary “dead state” for non-acceptance. As for 2’-acceptance 
two states are necessary to simulate the machine inside F, and two more states for 
simulating the machine outside F; however, the two pairs of states can share one 
state in common. El 
As is shown in [6], no analogous result holds w.r.t. 3-acceptance in o-DTA’s. 
7.2, Characterization of type i recognition in o-DTA’s 
~17.9. Let RE denote the class of RR - sets. Let C§ [DCS] denote the class 
of context-sensitive languagca (CSL’s) [deterministic CSL’s (DCSL’sj, i.e. CSL”s 
accepted by deterministic LBA’s3]. . 
3 A fdefeministicj linear bounded automaton (LBA)[.DLBA) is a TA[DTA].which never leaves those 
squmz on which the finite input is p!a~:d. 
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In this section we show that each of the families Ai-DTML,, i = 1, l’, 2,2’, is 
obtained from the families RE, CS and DCS with the aid of some new algebraic 
operators. Three unary operators will now be defined, which turn a (finite-string) 
language into an o-language. The first of thesb 9 operators, limit (lim), appears in [2, 
7, 121, and is used mainly for characterizing 2-acceptance in deterministic W- 
acceptors. The other two operators, Extrapolation (Ext) and Non-init (Ninit), are 
utilized for the characterization of l’-acceptance and l-acceptance in deterministic 
0 -acceptors. 
Definition 7.10. For L c X* L’ Z”, define the cxmqx&.hn of L, Ext(L), by: 
Ext(L) = {V TV C”: Vi 3 0, u/i E Init(L 
where Init( {x E J!?: 3y E C” v C” s.t. xy E L). 
For L&Z+ define lim(L), the limit of L, by: 
lim(L) = {U E 27’: Vi > 0,3j 2: i s.t. U/j E L} 
and also define Ninit(L) = .I?” -LX” for any L G C? 
For a family 3 of subsets of E*uZ”, define Ext(Z) = {Ext(L): L E 2’). For a 
family 2 of subsets of C* define lP’,+n $3’) = (nim(L): L E 9) and PJinit(2Z) =c 
Nnit(L): L E 91. 
The following example will clarify the above definitions: 
Example 7‘11. L,zt C = (0, I}. (a) Let L = O*l’; then Ext(L) = 0” u 0* 1”. lim(L) = 
OYW and Ninit(L) = 0” ; (b) Let L = (0” lrl : n 2 1); then Ext(L) = 0”’ but lim(L) = 8; 
(c) Let L = C ‘0” ; then Ext(L) = CU. 
The operations Ext and Ninit are related by the following theorem: 
Theorem 7.12 [5]. Let 5? be a class of w-lapzguages over S. Then there exists a class 
21 of finite string languages s.t. 2 = Ninit(Z’~) ijy for each L E 9, L = Ext(L). 
With the aid of the above operations we are now able to characterize each of the 
families At-DTML, (i = 1, l’, 2, 2’). 
orem 73.3. 
a) A@ ~-$~nguage L C_ xzl” is in A l-DTro/gl._ if L is vof she ~CPE L = E ;Z’*, i+ht~~ 
L i is a deteministic CSL; 
(b) AI’-DTML, = Ninit(DCS); 
(c) A2-DTML, = lim(DCS); 
L,=(JY-k:LEli CS)}. 
16 ‘JW. Co&a, AX Gold 
‘2 
bof. (a) Let L EA&DTML~; -then L is l-accepicd by some U-ti-DTA M = 
(SC, 2, ITS , 40, F). Define a DTA’ M’i = (K, X, rv{!$}, &,40, F), where 
$&jY, S&, A)= -fi(q, A) for each 4 e K, A E I-’ and otherwise 81 is undefined. Let 
&={x~~“: X: (qO, x $, 1) f (4, QI, i) for some 4 G F}; then clearly Ll is a DCSL. 
sin& i@ &ti p’rcipetiy C; it %llows that L = L$@. 
* N&w Ief L be a-DC?%,; then there txists a DLBA M = (K, 2?, ~XJ {t, $}, S,*qo, F) 
s.t. z--ix E-C*: (qo, &I, 1); (q,a, ‘a’), q GF) 
and 
P-L ‘{X a*: (40, &s, 1)L (ql3, a, 013 
where q8 is a designated failure state. The o-DTA Ml accepting LX” will operate 
as follows: Scanning an input E E X@, for each i = 1,2, . . . , Ml will make a glsess 
that cq’i E L and try to verify each guess in turn by simulating M on m/i. When IOX 
some i, the guess u/i E L turns out to be wrong, Ml i-folds o ;as in lemma 6.2 and 
then proceeds to make the next guess u-/i + 1 E L. If for some i!. v/i e L turns out to 
be true, Ml will enter a final traverse state in which + will scan the rest of the input 
tape. Due to the continual folding process Ml wili! have Property C. Clearly 
i=(Ml) = T(M)cu. 
(b) Follows by (a) above and Proposition 7.6(a). 
(c) Let L ~A20DTML, be 2-accepted by some U-o-DTA M. Let Ml be the 
DTA constructed from M precisely as in (a) above. Then 7;(M) = lim&), where 
L1 is the DCSL defined by Ml as above. 
Now let L be a DCSL. The o-DTA M’ 2-accepting lim(L) will operate similarly 
to the w-DTA Ml in (a) above, but for each i s.t. c/i EL, M’ will first enter a 
designated state, then will i-fold Q and proceed to make the next guess c/i + 1 E L. 
Clearly 7’@f’) = lim(L). (d) Follows by (c) above and Proposition 7.6(b). Cl 
As a corollary of Theorems 7. ‘82 and 7.13 we obtain: 
Corollary 7.14. For each L in A 1’0DTML,, L = Ext(L). 
a 7.15 (a) {LZ”: L E DCS} = (LZ -’ : L E CS} = {LZ” : L E RE}. 
(b) lim(DCS) = lim(CS) = lim(RE). 
of. (a) L,et L be an RE set accepted by a DTA M For every x EL, let S(x) 
denote the space used by M on its tape in recognizing X. Define L1 = 
U xEL, &WI; then clearly Liz’” = LX”. To show that L1 E DCS, note that the 
DLBA accept.ing LI will, for each input word y? make a sequence of ‘“guesses” as to 
where the end of x is located s.t. y E x l 2?‘-‘x’ and ;c EL, trying to verify each 
guess in turn. Since DCS G U G RE rthe assertion follows. 
4 A ~dehmninistic.] Turing acceptor (TA)[DTA] is a cou@e A4 = (M”, F) whtxe M’ - (K, 2, C &q~) is 
a ‘IM~DI’ASj and F G K 7?ie language ampted by M is . TGkf) =E {w E ;T*r (q@, w, I) c (4, a, d) for smx , 
q E F, tar EI’* and natural number i}. 
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(b) Let L be an RE set, and let Lr be as in (a) above. Let o E lim(L): then there 
exists an infinite set of indices 1 s.t. a/i EL for each I E 1. For eact i E I, 
~~i . ~s(u/i)--i 
G L1, and in particular, a/S(a/i) E L1. Since I is infinite, so must be 
J = {S(&): i E I}; hence (7 E lim(Lr). If o E lim(L1) then clearly u E Cm(L), hence 
Km(L) = lim(L1). Since DCS C_ CS c RE the assertion follows. Cl - 
By Lemma 7.15 and Theorem 7.13 we obtain the following characterization 
theorem for the families Ai-DTML,. 
Theorem 7.16. (a) A l-DTML, ={LZ’“:LERE}={L~“:LECS}={L~“:LEDCS}; 
(b) A l’-DTML, = Ninit(RE) = Ninit(CS) = Ninit(DCS); 
(c) A2-DTML, = lim(RE) = lim(CS) = lim(DCS); 
(d) A2’-DTML, . = {Z”-L: L E lim(RE)} = {2/‘-L: L E lim(CS)} 
= {i?‘-L: L E lim(DCS)}. 
7.3. The families Ai-DTML, and DTML, 
WY characterizations in Section 7.2 help establish the inclusion r&iions among 
the famihes Ai-DTML,. 
Lemma 7.17. Let Z =(O, 1), then (a) O’“&Al-DTML,; (b) C*lC”~~Al’-DTML,; 
(c) X*0” E’ A2-DTML,; (d) {0* I}” GZ A 2’-DTML,. 
Proof, Let L = 0”; then L& A l-DTMk,, by ITheorem 7.16, and by Proposition 
7.6(b), Yrw-L = C*l1c”& A l’-DTML,. As is shown in 17, p. 3901 for no w-languag 
L1 does lim&)= X*0”, hence by Theorem 7.16 2*0’%’ A&DTML,,,. By Pro- 
position 7.6(b) C” -C*O” = (0” 1)” & AZ’-DTML,. iI 
The follcwing lemma is obvious: 
Lemma 7.18. For each L in DTML, (Ai-DTML,, i == 1, I’, 2,2’) over dphabet 2 
and for any x E Z*, x\L = (CT E 2”. * xu E L} is in DTbK _! (.4i-DTML,, i = 1, I’, 2, 2’ 
i-espectively ). 
The hierarchy of the families Ai-DT 
theorem: 
is summarized in the followin:; 
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(c) (A&DTML, u A 1 ‘-DTML,) ic properly iwluded in (A 2-DTMLU n A 2’0 
DTML,); I c ” 
(d) (A20DTML@ w A2’-DTML@) is p~~~~rly included in DTML, ; 
(e) The w-regular languages are properly included in DTML,. 
Roof. Let C = (0, 1). (a) Let L = 0”; then L E ACDTML, and X*-L = PlC” E 
A 1-DTML-, but L& A 1-DTML, and Co-L& A l’-DTML, (Lemma 7,17(a)(b)). 
Let L = Z*O”; then L E A2’-DTML, and C”-L = {0*1)” E A2-DTML,, but 
L& A2-DTIML, and F’-Le A2’-DTML, (Lemma 7.17(c)(d)). 
(ii) Let L = (O”1”: n a l}F; clea!rly LEA l-DTMLU and therefore Co-L E Al’- 
DTMLW, but L and F-L are not o-regular languages. On the other hand tk 
examples of o-languages in Lemma 7.17 show that the w-regular languages are not 
included in Ai-DTML, for i = 1, l’, 2,2’. 
(c) One can easily verify that (A l-DTML, u A 1’.DTML,) ,c (A2-DTML@ n 
A2’-DTML,) and (A2-DTML, u A2’-DTML,) z: DT’vX,~. Neither of the W- 
regular languages l+O” and XU-l+O”u = (OLJ I’OI’)F’ w 1” is of the form LZ”, for 
any LcP; therefore by Theorem 7.16, I+O”r.Al-DTML, uAl’-DML,. 
Clearly 1’0” E A2-DTMLW A A2’-DTML,. 
(d) Let L = lC*O” u O{O*l}“. By lemma 7.17 O\L& A2’-DTML, and l\L& A2- 
D’T?4LW, thus by Lemma 7.18 L&A2=DTML, and Le!A2’-DTML,, but clearly 
LEDTML~. 
(e) Obvious. Cl 
Theorem 7.20. (a) Ai-DTML& (i = 1, I’, 2,2’) is closed under union and intersection 
hvt not under complementation. (b) DTML, is closed under union, intersection and 
complementation. 
Proof, (a) Let L1, Lz be in Ai-DTML@ for some i = 1, l’, 2,2’. By Theorem 7.3 
Lj = c((Mj, I@)) for some o-DTA’s A4/, j = 1,2. AS in Theorem 5.5, one can 
construct a DTM M which, for each u E S”, simulates tep by step both iW1 and & 
on C. Since IWl and I& have Property C, A4 has it too. For each i = 1, l’, 2,2’, one 
can define, in termsof F(l) and F’*‘, two collections of designated state sets, Hi, Di 
for M s.t. L1 A L2 = T((M, Hi)) and Lz vL~= x((M, Di)). The exaaples in Lemma 
7.17 show that each of the families Ai-DTML,, i = 1, 1', 2,2’, is not closed under 
compkmentation. 
(b) By the same argument as in (a) above DTML, is also closed under union and 
intersection. As for complementation, if M = (K, 2, r, 6, qo, F) is an o-DTA, then 
) = Z”-T(M), where Ml ~2 (K, 2, c 6, qo, 2K 47). 0 
typical and most natural result relating w-languages to finite string languages is 
the following: 
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Lemma 7.21 (Init Lemma). If L is an o-language recognizable by ti type X CO- 
automaton [generated by a type X w-grammar], then the yirtite string) language 
Init is recognizable by an automaton [generated by a grammar] of the scvne type 
X (e.g. the Init of an o-CFL is a CFL). 
Iki previous pa ers [3-S] the Init Lemma was shown to hold for the following 
types of automara: (1) finite state automata; (2) pushdown automata, and (3) 
deterministic pushdown automata. Using similar techniques, one can also establish 
the Init Lemma for more powerful types of automata, e.g. l-way non-deterministic 
and deterministic stack automata. 
However, it turns out that the Init Lemma no longer holds for deterministic 
w-Turing machines; in fact, even the Init of an o-language in A I’-DTML, need 
not be recursively enumerable, as is shown in next theorem. 
T)heorem 7.22. (a) For each L E A l-DTfi/IL,, Init is recursively enumerable. 
(b) I’here exists an o-language L in APDTML, s.t. Init is not recursirdy 
enumerable. 
Proof. (a) L= LJ” for some RE set L1 (Theorem 7.16), hence Init = 
Init(Ll)u LIE* is an RE set. 
(b) Let {M},,, be an effective enumel ation of all DTA’s and let L = 
i 
(0 1 
0, . 
. 1= 1,2,. . . , O’e T(Mi)} u (0”). Construct a 2-u-DTA M with a single 
designated set F that 1’.accepts L as follows: Given an o-input clr, M first checks 
that c starts with 0 and then moves right until the first 1 is reached, thus obtaining 
the pre5x 0’1 for some i 3 1. M then generates a description of machine Mi and 
starts simulating iWj on input 0’ on its working tape. In the me;anwhile, A4 keeps 
moving right on the input tape, checking that the remaining pi-_ :Jf v is 1”. All the 
above operations are carried out while M is in states of the designated set 6;: If 
indeed g = 0’1” and 0’ is not accepted by A& then either the simulation of /Wi can 0’ 
will never end, in which case A4 will stay forever in states of F, or else Mj halts on 0’ 
in a non-final state, in which case M will enter a new state qF E F in which it will 
continue scanning the rest of a, checking that g E O?“‘. If, however, it turns out that 
either o=& 0’1” ~0“’ or 0’ E T(Mi), then M enters some traverse state q-&E in 
which it scans the rest of cr. If o= = O”, 1M keeps moving right fklrever looki.ng for a 1 
in a state from F, hence 0” is accepted. Clearly T ) = L. Since Init(L)n 0’1 = 
{o:l: o’g T(&Q} is not an RE set, Init is not an E set either. U 
In Section 5 the c 
was characterize 
etermi~isti~ w-TA’s 
‘s. Iw 
-26 ’ RS, Ci#wn, A. I5 G&i 
this Se&oil we fo&$ our attention on variants of nondeterministic o-TA’s, show 
that L here till &a&$tance mock %z are equivalent and establish the existence of 
w-langtiages in TYPEO, which cannot be recognized by deterministic o-TA’s. 
Theotern $.& For every m-WTA r!zere can be constructed ast equivalent o-TA. 
P&u&. The proof resembles the proof of Theorem 7.3. The only difference is I/ ___ _ _ _ 
that 
her? Mz has one extra state q~, which it enters each time ;a new square is scanned 
on the input tape (r, qR belongs LO all the designated state sets of Mz, thus 
guaranteeing that o-inputs o‘ for which M has no c.n.0. run will not get accepted by 
M2. Cl 
It turns out that for non-deterministic o-TA’s, Cacceptance is as powerful as 
3-acceptance. It will be now shown that for each E’ = 1, 1’9 L&2’, the family of 
o-languages i-accepted by o-TA’s coincides with the whole family TYPEO,. 
Theorem 8.2. For each i = 1, l’, 2,2’, the class A$ of o-languages i-accepted by 
w_TA’s equals TYPEO,. 
Root. Since by definition 9’1 and .Z&, are both included in $5’2 and in 221, which in 
turn are subsets of TYPEO,, it suffices to show that TY PEO, s Z’le G 9’1. 
Let M = (M’, F) be an o-TA. Since 911 is closed under union and T(M) = 
&,=T(M’, {H)) we may assume w.1.o.g. that M = (M’, F) is a U-w-TA. We now 
construct a U-o_TA Ml which V-accepts L = T(M). Ml will have a c.n.o..run only 
on tapes which belong to L. Given ilpgut v E Z”, Ml simulates M on CR During the 
simulation Ma marks on its tape a “regression point’), changing its loc*tion from 
time to time as is described below. In the beginning the regression point is on the 
first symbol of u. Ml returns to the regression point after each step of the simulated 
computation. If ia the most fecent step M has passed through a state not in F, M1 
will move the regression point back to the beginning of U. If, however, since the last 
time the regression point was moved, M has passed through all the states of F9 MI 
will move the regression point to the rightmost symbol of c reached so far by M. In 
all other cases the regression point will remain where it is. 
Obviously if u& T(M), then for each run of M on 0; the regression point in the 
nding run of MI will never reach beyond a certain point on 0; thus the run 
of Ml on u wifl not be c.n.o. Qn the other hand, if (+ E T(M), then after some finite 
number of steps, the regression point will never move left to the beginning of cr, but 
will move right an unbounded ~tumber of times, and the resulting run of &11 on CT 
will be c.n.o. It follows that 7’It(M1) = T(M). 
TO prove that 91~ ,C 21, let M = (M’, F) be an o-TA. The U-o-TA ’ that 
) has the starting state of M as its singleton designated set. For 
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IM so long as it stays within at least one of the sets in F; 
•J 
a-input a; Ml simulates 
otherwise 1Ml is blocked .
In Section 7 we saw that in the case OS deterministic w-TA”s, for i = 1, I’, 2, 2’ ;a11 
o-1aTguages in &-DTML, can be i-accepted by three state w-DTA’s. As for 
3-acceptance by deterministic o-TA’s, the situation is rather different as there is an 
infinite “‘state complexity” hierarchy of the machines, i.e. for each number n > 0 
there exists vn > n s.t. there exists an w-language L accepted by an m-state w-DTA, 
which cannot be accepted by any o-DTA with n or less states [6]. As far as 
nondeterministic w-TA’s are concerned, since by the above theorem all i-ac- 
ceptance modes, i = 1, I.‘, 2,2’, 3 are equivalent to the 1’-acceptance mode, two 
states sufice for recognizing all o-languages in TYPEO,. 
Coronary 8.3. Every L in TYPEO, CQ~ be accepted (I-accepteci,%r i = 1, l’, 2,2’) by 
a :wo-state U-W- TA. 
Pmof. Let LETYPEO,; then by Theorem 8.2 and Lemma 7.5, L. can be 1’- 
accepted by some U-o-TA 1M = (I’rci’, F). We can simulate the cperation of 1M, 
whiIc in F, using only two states [15] and block n/i ii it moves out of 4;: Thus ;t 
two-state U-w-TA lM1 that 1’-accepts L can be constructed s. t. L = ‘T&k&) for each 
i = I’, 2,2’, 3. A similar construction will yield a two-state o-TA that l-accepts 
L. D 
In Theorem 5.5 we saw that TYPEO, is closed under union and intersection. 
Theorem 8.4. TYPEO, is not closed under complemeti;stion. 
hIOf. Let {Mi}i, 1 be an effective enumeration of all two-state U-o-TA’s and let 
& = (0’1”: 0’1” E T(Mi)}. One can easily build an o-TA that accepts L. By Coral- 
Iary 3\3 above L = T(Mj) for some j. But by the usual diagonalization argument, 
C”-i& TYPEO,. Cl 
An important corollary of the above and Theorem 7.20(b) is that nondeter- 
ministic o-TA’s are strictly more powerful than the deterministic ones. 
8.5. DTML, S TYPEO,. 
At; shown in the next theorem oscillating runs can be ahogether avoided 
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PkfJ.zt,M be am&‘&, The desired o_TA 441 has its tape divided-into 2 tracks: 
a-the input track and B-the workjng track on which MI simulates 1M. I& has an 
auxiliary symbol X and a new state 4~. Each simulation step may be followed by an 
optional “X-marking” phase; then iollows a single move to the right on the cy track 
an& thenacorresponding folding,process of,the-p track w.r.t; the currently scanned 
squ&re ori Ithe ;IY ~~ track. “In the* “X&larking” phase, A41 ent&. state c & and marks 
with, X:th6++4)th sqtiare on %he’:@ -track, whiere i is tee totalkumber of times the 
‘~X-~arkitig~? phase has taken+pliiice:before du ing tii, Iun. The “X-marking” of a 
square designates a-g:mess’ that A& will never again return to that square, If M 
reaches amar&e< square on &_IWI stops the simulation and scans the rest of the 
input in a traverse state which does not belong Co a~ iydesignated set. Adding qx to 
’ the designated sets of 1M we obtal ,rl an w-TA A& equivalent to M, in which eveq 
run is c.n.0. &i 
Fig. 3 below illustrate; the hierarchy of 4anguage families corresponding 
various types of o-TA’s. . 
. 
, 
Fig. 3. 
to the 
9. Coa&Wion 
As we have shown in this paper, the theory of (o-type Turing acceptors differs 
considerably from the classical theory of Turing acceptors. Nondeterministic and 
deterministic o-TA’s were found to be rather dif&rent both in their recognition 
power (the non-deterministic machines being strictly more powerful w.r.t. each 
i-acceptance mode) and in their properties. The i-acceptance modes, i = 
I, I’, 2,2’, 3, were shown to Se pairwise inequivalent w.r. , o_I)TA’s, with the 
corresponding families ACDTMZ, forming a hier:uchy within DTML,, wherieas 
for non-deterministic o-TA’s all &acceptance modC:s turned out to be of the same 
recognition power. 
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Many of the results were proved by using some new techniques specific for 
o-tapes; for instance, the “folding process” and “relative lklding process” for 
o-tapes were applied for converting o-TA’s into w-TA’s with Property C. 
From the results in Sections 7 and 8 it follows that for non-deterministic wTA’s 
one can construct a universal o-TA, and similarly w.r.t. i-acceptance, i = 1, I’, 2, 2’ 
in Deterministic o-TA’s, a universal i-accepting o-DTA can be constructed. 
In a forthcoming paper [6] it is shown that w.r.t. 3-acceptance there exists no 
o-DTA which is universal for all w-DTA’s. In the above paper, two infinite 
complexitjv hierarchies for w-DTA’s are exhibited, one corresponding to the 
number of states and the second corresponding to the number of designated state 
sets in the machine. Concrete (and rather simple) examples of o-languages charac- 
terizing each of the complexity classes, and also one example of an “inherently 
non-deterministic” o-language and another of an o-language outside TYPEO, sre 
constructed without using the standard diugonalization technique. w-DT 4’s 
without Property C are studied and shown to be strictly more powerful than those . 
with Property C, yet less powerful than the non-deterministic w-TA’s. 
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